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Evidence of currents and unstable particle distributions
in an extended region around the lunar plasma wake
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Abstract. We report observationsof electrostatic ion
acousticwavesand Langmuir wavesduring a recent lunar encounter by the Wind spacecraft. These waves
are observedwhen Wind is magnetically connectedto
the nominal wake and at distancesgreater than 8 lunar
radii from the wake. When interpreted in the context
of a simple time-of-flight model, these observationsimply the existenceof a systemof currentsand disturbed

particle distributionsthat extendsfar into solarwind.

To understand these observations,we use magnetic

fieldmeasurements
from the Wind magnetometer[Lepping et al. 1995], correctedfor spin phaseerror in
eclipse[Owenet al., 1996],to transformto the seleno-

centriccoordinate
systemshownin •Figure
I . The sys-

temis defined
ashavin•g
2•c - XGSEX 1)GSE
and

•c -- --•SE with Y•c completing
a right-handed
system.For each•agneticfieldvector,the systemis
rotatedabouttheX•SE axissuch
thatthek•c compo-

nent of the magnetic field vanishes;the magnetic field
vector then lies in the meridian plane. The position of
Introduction
the spacecraft with respect to the moon is then comIt has long been known that a depletedplasmawake puted. We have assumedimplicitly that the direction
formsbehindthe moon[Schubert
andLichtenstein,
1974]. of the solar wind flow is --X•sE; this is accurate to 2.5
Lackingan internal magneticfield, and hencebow shock, degrees[Ogilvieet al., 1996].
Since B= = 0 in the new frame, the geometry is
solar wind particles impact the lunar surface and are
absorbed and removed from the particle distribution reduced to a two dimensional slab. In this system,
functions. A guiding center model of the solar wind the spacecraftis connectedto the moon and/or wake

ion population[Whang,1968]doeswell to explainthe wheneverthe spacecraftelevation IZ,l <_ 1 (in luobservedplasma depletion[Lyon et al. 1967; Ogilvie nar radii) and when the IMF intersectsthe wake at
>_-1/sinqb,whereqb= tan-X(By/B•).
et al. 1996; Bosquedet al., 1996]antisunwardof the X•
Figure 2 shows the WAVES observationsand the
moon. However, it has always been assumedthat the
and Z,c. The top panel shows
solar wind electrons are merely Boltzmann in this in- two parameters X•
from the Thermal NoiseReceiver(TNR)
teraction. On December 27, 1994, as part of an orbital observations
manuever sequence,the Wind spacecraftcame within [Bougeretet al. 1995]and the secondpanelshowsFFT
6.8 R• of the moon and was eclipsedin the lunar umbra receiver observations, both are electric field spectrofor roughly 41 minutes. A specialissueof Geophysical grams measuredon the 100 m tip-to-tip spin plane an-

(panel (b)) havebeen
ResearchLetters (Volume23, Number 10, 1996) con- tenna. The FFT measurements
tains several papers reporting lunar wake observations.
In this letter, we provide further observationscf plasma
waves and demonstrate that these are strongly correlated with intervals when the spacecraftis magnetically

averagedover 1 minute; missing spectra due to instrument mode changesare evident throughout the interval.

Panels(c) and (d) showX•ak, and Zsc,respectively,
as
described above and the dark vertical band corresponds

connected
to the moon/wakesystem.We suggest
that to the opticalshadow.The dottedline at X - -1/sin •b
in panel (c) marksthe lowerboundaryof magneticconnectionto the moon/wakesystem.The horizontalband
in panel (d) givesthe conditionIZscl_<I for magnetic

this is evidence of an extended region of currents and
unstable particle distributions around the lunar wake.
Wind

connection.

Observations

The broadband, ion acoustic component, peaked near
Plasma

wave observations

in and near the lunar wake

5 kHz, is first observedat 12:30UT in panel(b). At this
on December 27, 1994 reveal several distinct features time, Wind was roughly 8 Rt from the moon (1Rt =
[viz.,Kellogget al. 1996;Farrell et al., 1996].
1738 km) and about 7 Rt from the edge of the wake
structure. The waves persist until 17:00 UT, roughly
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cut off abruptly. Due to the large distance from the
wake and the electrostatic nature of the waves, it was

originallyassumed[Kellogget al., 1996]that the waves
were not directly related to the wake.
It is clear from Figure 2 that the wavesare observed
when Wind is magnetically connected, or nearly so, to
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50Re upstream of that boundary. A similar observation was made near the moon with the RAE-2

satellite

[Weberet al., 1976]. The TNR receiverobservations
Showa similar correlationbetweenmagneticconnection and wave activity. Noise enhancementsat 17 kHz
begin at 12:15 UT when Wind is just near the connec-

tion slab (Z so • 1). After passingthroughthe wake,
Wind is magnetically connectedcloserto the moon and
the intensityof the wavesis larger. The burst of Langmuir

waves between

15:45-16:00

UT

shows some evi-

dence of frequencydownshift; this is characteristicof
the 'beam mode' branch of the Langmuir wave disper-

sionrelation/Fuseliefet al., 1985; Cairns1989]and
Y

V•w

indicates an effectivebeam speedthat is of the order of
the electron thermal speed. Just before 17:00 UT, the
L.angmuir waves cut off abruptly as Wind leaves the

WIND/WAVES:TNR
.
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Figure 1. We transform spacecraftposition at each B-

fieldme.as•urem9nt
toaselenocentric
frame
with2œc-

•GSr x BGsrand-•Lc - --.•GSrwith•Lc complet.• coordinate
of thepoi.
nt ofintersection
of thespacecraft flux tube with Y• - 0. In this frame, the spacecraft is magnetically connectedto the lunar plasma

wakewhenever]Zsc]_•'1andXwake• -1/sin(•b).
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the nominal wake or the moon itself. The FFT Receiver

-lO

(panel(b)) observes
a goodcorrelationbetweenbursts
ion acoustic waves and intervals in which

6

tZsc]•_ 1. Data from the magneticchannelsof the FFT

4

of broadband

shownoresponse
at thesefrequencies,
confirming
that
the waves
areelectrostatic.
A• justaround13:30UT,
Xw•e is roughly 15 Rs; this is largest value of Xw•e
showingacousticnoiseduring this encounter. At 14:15

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

UT, the parameterXw•ke dropsby roughly5 Rs;here,
Universal Time
the !MF mapsto a regionof the wakewhichis closerto Figure 2. Plasma wave measurementsshow broadthe moonand the corresponding
waveamplitudesare band ion acousticnoise(panel b) and Langmuirand
larger.. The ion acousticnoisepersistuntil 17:00 UT beammodewaves(panela) whenthe spacecraft
ismagwhen Wind leaves the connection slab.
netically connectedto the moon/wakesystem. When
Langmuirwaves(Figure2a) wereobserved
nearthe the spacecraft elevation is within I lunar radius of the
local plasma frequencyfollowing the depleted density origin (IZscl _• 1), and the IMF intersectsthe wake
ismagnetically
conprofilethroughthe ion wakeregi.
on. Theseare'similar (Xwake_• -1/sin •b),thespacecraft
nected.The dotted line in panel (c) is the lowerbound
to the Langmuirwavesoftenobserved
nearthe solar X - -1/sin •b for magneticconnection.The vertical
wind-electron
foreshock
boundary[FilbertandKellogg, bandsshowthe time of opticalshadow.The broadband
1979]onfieldlinesmagnetically
connected
to the bow ionacousticnoisein panel(b) isevidence
of neutralizing
shock. Du•ing theseevents,however,Wind is nearly electric currents.
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connection slab. Between 17:45 and 18:00 UT, there

more strongly; relatively more electrons are depleted
is an intense burst of Langmuir waves near the local from the distribution and the region is left with a net
plasmafrequency.The parameter Xwakeis fluctuating positive charge. In order to avoid the build-up of charge
around-1; this impliesthat the local magneticfield line imbalance, the solar wind plasma must produce electric
is connected to the moon itself.
currents along field lines. The resulting current is responsible for the observed ion acoustic waves. Indeed,
in the interval from 16:30 to 17:00 UT, the increasing

A Guiding Center Description

At any point downstream of the magnetic tangent
line to the moon, the particle velocity distributions will
be modified; particles whose guiding-center trajectories take them through the moon will be absorbedand

value of 5n in panel (d) corresponds
to an increasing
levelof ion acousticnoisein panel (b).

WIND/WAVES:TNR

removedfrom the distribution. Whan#[1968]useda
guiding-centermodel to describethe ion void observed
by Explorer 35. In this model, the field alignedveloc. e-•'/•,•
ity distribution
is Maxwellian,
f(v) -

-41

'•',.•'•
'•f•

(a)•

-•-,5

. ,•

in thesolarwindrestframe,wherevth= v/2kbT/mis
the thermal speed;there is only Larmor gyration in the
perpendiculardirections.Usingthe geometryof Figure
-5.5

1, onecancalculate[Whan#,1968]two cutoffvelocities

-6.0

within which the solar wind particles are absent. These
cutoffsspeedsare definedas

-7.0

..........

WIND/WAVES:FFTH
'

-6.5

'

tt

-7.5

7• - v;/vsw- sin(a+ ,k)/sin(•b- a - ,k)

(1)

72 - v2/vs• - sin(a - ,k)/sin(•b+ a - ,k)

(2)

-8.0
..8.,5
m

10

a - sin-• (V/1- Z•c/x/X•c+ Y•c);theserelationships"

0

where)• - tan-l(Ysc/Xsc),•b - tan-l(By/Bx) and
comepurely from time-of-flight and geometricalconsiderations

and are the same for ions and electrons.

This

definesthree disturbedregionsof solarwind [Whang,
1968] as indicatedin Figure 1. In theseregions,the

E
m -10
01

.

parallel particle distribution is Maxwellian in the inter-

vals (-oo,-7•Vs•)
and (-oo,-7•vs•)

in regionI, ('2Vs•, oo) in regionII,
U ('2vsw,oo) in regionIII.

Wind was in region III until roughly 16:40 UT, where
the model predicts that the distribution functions have
'notches' of missing particles given by the above rela-
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tions. Figure3a showsWAVES/TNR integratedamplitudesin a band, a few kHz wide, centeredon fpe, and
(Y' +
(R,)
FFT observationsaveragedover 0.2 - 6.4 kHz (panel
(b)) as well as the bandsof missingparticles(shown Figure 3. Electric field measurementsat the plasma
as dark regionsin panel (c)); We use thermal speeds frequency(panel (a)) and averagedover 6.4-0.2 kHz
v•h/vs• -- 1/10 and v•/vs• - 43/10 [O#ilvieet al., (panel (b)) are shownwith the cutoffvelocityparameters (panel (c)) and the model densitydifferential5n
1996;Bosquedet al., 1996].After 16:40UT, the space(panel (d)). The dotted lines in panel (c) showthe
ß

craft enters region II and the distributions are missing particlesbelow the velocity 72vs•. During the final
burst of Langmuir wavesstarting at 17:35 UT, Wind is
moving quickly betweenregionsII and III, as the magnetic field direction fluctuates rapidly.
The

effective

densities

can be calculated

from

the

abovedistributions and hencea differentialdensity5n -

ion and electron thermal speeds. As the spacecraft

passesthroughthe optical wake (vertical bands),the
solar wind ion density is depleted. The dark regionsin
panel (c) correspondto the missingportionsof the particle distribution functions. Beyond the optical wake,
the effect of velocity cutoff is more important for the
electron distribution; regions of positive charge must
induce neutralizing currentsin the solar wind and these

ni- n•. Panel (d) showsthe modeldifferentialdensity, currents can excite waves. During the interval 16:15-

5n, that would occur were the plasma unable to pro-

17:00 UT, a increasein the model differential density

vide currentsto maintain chargebalance. Panels(c) 5n correspondsto an increaseof ion acousticnoise inand (d) showthat, asidefrom the umbra and penum- tensity. The length scale along the bottom axis is the
bra, this velocity notch affects the electron distribution

distance
fromthespacecraft
to the• axis
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The Langmuir and beam mode waves are probably
generatedby an effectivebeam distribution similar to
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waves.

Wind

observations

of this ion acoustic noise is thus

the first evidenceof a current systemextendingat least
8 Rl into the solar wind on either side of the lunar

optical shadow.
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